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Matter and Gravity
1679 I. Newton published his theory of gravitation. 
According to Newton, gravity manifests itself as an 
instantaneous force between masses proportional to 
their masses and inversely proportional distance 
squared. With this theory he could explain all of the 
astronomical observations of this time.

1915 A. Einstein published his General Relativity, GR: 
Gravity governs the motion of massive bodies mass/energy by curving 
spacetime. 

1915 Karl Schwarzschild, born1873 in Frankfurt am Main, published the 
static solution of GR - just after Einsteins article - and died soon after. 
Consequences of his vision: black and white holes, neutron stars ! 

Add Einstein‘s gravitational waves -You see a whole new Universe2



Einstein equations first solved by Karl Schwarzschild

spacetime 
curvature

mass and energy 
in the spacetime

Einstein tensor stress-energy tensor

The importance of Einstein equations lies in setting a relation 
between the curvature and the mass/energy: 
gravity becomes the manifestation of spacetime curvature3



What is spacetime curvature?
Let’s consider a region 
of space and time 
(spacetime) void of 
matter and energy. It will 
have zero curvature and 
will therefore be flat

mass MIf instead it contains a 
mass M, it will also have 
a nonzero curvature and  
will therefore be a 
curved spacetime
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Let’s consider the orbital motion of an object of small mass m 
around an object of large mass M: (eg Earth around the Sun)
Newton: the orbit is the result of the balance between the 
gravitational force and the centrifugal one

M

m

What is spacetime curvature?
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M

m

What is spacetime curvature?
Let’s consider the orbital motion of an object of small mass m 
around an object of large mass M: (eg Earth around the Sun)
Einstein: the orbit is what the small object needs to do to avoid 
falling in the curvature produced by the large mass
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Small and large curvatures
A measure of the spacetime curvature is contained 
in the ratio M/R:  where M and R are the mass and 
the radius (size) of the object. 
The larger this ratio the larger the curvature.
What is the curvature on Earth?

In our neighborhood, the largest curvature is in the Sun 

In other words: spacetime is very hard to curve!
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Nature can produce objects with larger masses and 
smaller radii. A “Gedanken experiment”: 
take a star of mass M and let’s compress it by reducing R.
What happens to the curvature in this case? 
We can calculate it as a function of M/R
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Nature can produce objects with larger masses and 
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Stella super-compatta
This is the limit curvature for an 
object with a solid surface 
(neutron star)

Nature can produce objects with larger masses and 
smaller radii. A “Gedanken experiment”: 
take a star of mass M and let’s compress it by reducing R.
What happens to the curvature in this case? 
We can calculate it as a function of M/R
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Buco Nero
We have gone beyond the limit 
and produced a Black Hole ! 14

Nature can produce objects with larger masses and 
smaller radii. A “Gedanken experiment”: 
take a star of mass M and let’s compress it by reducing R.
What happens to the curvature in this case? 
We can calculate it as a function of M/R



Compact Star or Schwarzschild Black Hole ?
Narrow transition from a very compact star to a black hole 
- many of the spacetime properties are similar.

black holeneutron star

Two aspects differ : compact stars have a hard surface, the 
curvature is large - but finite ; 
Black Hole: No Surface - curvature is infinite at the centre  
- the SINGULARITY : NEVER divide by zero !
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Gravitational waves: Einstein’s last prediction
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Sitzungsberichte der Königlich-Preußischen Akademie der Wissenschaften 
 Einstein‘s First work on Gravitational Waves, Juni 1916, was …wrong…
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100 years later - LIGO:

First Direct Discovery of Gravitational Waves 
Signalform: melting of two Black Holes

LIGO: Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory
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Gravitational waves: ripples in spacetime

• What happens to the 
curvature when they 
move?
• What happens if they 
orbit around the same 
center of mass?
A mechanical 
“Gedankenexperiment”.

We have seen that compact objects like black holes 
and neutron stars curve the spacetime near them. 
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The mechanical analogy is very close: general 
relativity predicts that if masses are accelerated, they 
produce gravitational waves (GWs)

• GWs are transverse waves 
moving at the speed of light, 
i.e. they produce changes in 
the direction orthogonal to 
the propagation one

• GWs effect is distorting 
space and time, producing 
quadrupole distortions: 
squeeze in one direction and        
stretch in the orthogonal one 

Gravitational waves: ripples in spacetime
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Gravitational Waves discovered ??!!!

Credit: Les Wade from Kenyon College.

 Collision of 2 BHs GW150914

Masses of BHs: 36 & 29 Solar Masses 

Distance to Earth 410 Mpc  
(1340 Million Lightyears)

Length Difference 10^-21 m 
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Electromagnetic and gravitational waves provide information 
which is complementary.  

•EM waves tell us of the thermodynamical properties of matter.  

•GWs tell us of the dynamical properties of compact objects

Comparing EM and GWs

electromagnetic spectrum
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How do you produce gravitational waves?
GWs are produced every time 
a non-spherical distribution of matter is accelerated.

Clearly, black holes and neutron stars are ideal GW 
sources, especially if in binary systems. However, these 
sources are very distant: amplitude of GWs on Earth is 
very very small!

However, spacetime is hard to curve and GWs are also hard 
to produce (not possible in laboratories on earth?) 
What is needed:

• compact objects, i.e. large masses M in small volumes 
• velocities close to that of light v~c RELATIVISTIC collisions 
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The two-body problem: Newton vs Einstein
Consider two massive objects of mass m1 

and m2 interacting only via the gravitational 
force they exert on each other

where 

The system admits stationary solutions and closed orbits (circular/
elliptic). At lowest order, this equation describes the motion of 
most astronomical objects (eg in our solar system).

Newtonian gravity:

Einstein- Hilbert gravity:
No analytic solution.
The system does not admit stationary solutions and closed orbits. 
Energy and angular momentum are lost via gravitational waves24



PHYSICS
Working Group “Canonical Gravity”

25

Einstein-Hilbert theory of spacetime :  GR postulated
but: can DERIVE canonical Theory of gravitation as a gauge theory 
analogue  of SU(N) Yang-Mills theory
Follow just two basic principles:
The system dynamics follows from the action principle.
Form invariance: general principle of relativity.
Result of this canonical gauge formalism:
Action functional promoted from Lorentz scalar to world scalar.
Canonical equations emerge as tensor equations: 
Describe the coupled dynamics of fields and spacetime. 

          No postulate of metric compatibility or a torsion-free spacetime.

J. Struckmeier, J. Munch, D. Vasak, J. Kirsch, M. Hanauske, H. Stoecker



Numerical Relativity
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Numerical Relativity: probing the extreme

•Einstein equations are highly nonlinear and so are the 
equations of relativistic hydrodynamics and MHD in 
conditions where shocks are expected to develop =>CBM. 

•Furthermore, the need to compute gravitational waves 
requires that we consider highly non-symmetrical 
configurations, eg binaries. This implies that we need to solve 
the equations in 3 spatial dimensions plus time (3+1) 

•Numerical relativity is focussed on solving Einstein 
equations and those of relativistic hydrodynamics and MHD 
in those regimes in which no approximation holds: eg in the 
most nonlinear regimes of the theory. 
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The codes built are “theoretical laboratories”, representing our 
approximation to “reality”... they must and can be continuously 
improved: microphysics, magnetic fields, viscosity, radiation transport ,...

Numerical Relativity: probing the extreme

These are the 
equations we 
normally solve: 
Einstein equations 
and those of 
relativistic 
hydrodynamics 
and MHD
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Numerical Relativity: probing the extreme
In practice we “slice” 
spacetime into 3D spatial 
slices of constant time 
coordinate. 
We compute the solution 
over each of these slices 
and then evolve it in time 
to the next one 

We continue to do this till 
we reach the desired time 
or (more likely) we 
encounter a problem... 
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We also employ AMR 
(adaptive mesh refinement) 
to increase the resolution 
where needed
Typical simulation:
• 500 processors
• 1 TB memory
• 4-6 weeks of running time
• 3-4 TB of data produced

Supercomputers as “astrophysical laboratories”
The complexity of the Einstein equations and the absence of 
symmetries force the use of parallel supercomputers. 
In essence the problem at any time is broken in many smaller 
pieces, one for each of the many processors. If necessary, 
data can be exchanged between neighbouring processors

Damiana @ AEI, LCSC, 
Green Cube 30



Binary Black Holes
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Colliding BHs
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This signal detected Sept. 2015 , announced in February 2016. 
Now - we know that Binary Black Holes exist ! 
What about Other Binary systems ? MaGiC ! 33



Neutronenstar                      Black Hole

p..
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Neutron stars are the most common end of 
the evolution of massive stars, i.e. stars with 

Such stars end their evolution as supernovae Burrows

Birth of a single neutron star
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A spoon of this matter is as 
heavy as the Mont Blanc
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Let’s compare again sizes and curvatures

Sun

white dwarf

neutron 
star

black hole

white dwarf

neutron 
star
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PHYSICS
Quark-Hadron Model  -  Neutron Star Masses and radii of neutron stars in  

30% quarks  
70% baryons

Important features:    

▪ Maximum mass agrees with observed 2 solar mass stars 
▪ Radii are small (~11km) in accordance with various experimental findings 
▪ For the first time a model for hybrid stars does NOT violate lattice QCD 

findings at low 𝝁B  
  

Mukherjee, Steinheimer, Dexheimer, S. Schramm, in prep.
40



PHYSICS
Neutron star crust simulations

complex GPU code to simulate the  
semi-clasical dynamics of the nucleons in 
the crust of neutron stars in the  
electron background

Properties of the pasta phase are of importance to 
neutron stars and core-collapse supernovae   

• Neutrino-pasta scattering is crucial in neutrino 
transport in core collapse supernova 

• e- - pasta scattering is important to determine a 
number of transport properties, like shear 
viscosity, thermal conductivity, electrical 
conductivity

Nandi, S. Schramm, Phys.Rev. C94 (2016)

larger runs for various proton-to-neutron ratios, densities,  
temperatures on the way

41



Pulsars=rotating Neutronstars can rotate fast,1kHz R>10km ! 

42



PHYSICS
Neutron Stars with Strong Magnetic Fields

Neutron stars are usually seen as 
radio pulsars ejecting radiation   
along magnetic axis

stars show very strong magnetic fields  

”magnetars” up to 1015 G on the surface 

… much higher inside – several 1018 G
Solve numerically full 2d E-H general relativistic eq.s  
including magnetic field dependent equation of state

Collaborations of S. Schramm with F. Weber (San Diego), R. Negreiros (Rio de Janeiro), 
V. Dexheimer (Kent State U.), R. Mallick (Bhopal)

Bc = 1018 G 
highly deformed

translates to 
unusual change  
of properties 
- measurable !

Franzon, Dexheimer,, S. Schramm, MNRAS (2016)

moment of  
inertia

quarks!

only nucleons

hyperons
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PHYSICS
White Dwarfs

white dwarfs consist of standard nuclei, typically carbon/oxygen - size earth-like 
 Chandrasekhar masses - up to 1.4 solar masses (but magnetic fields!) 

First white dwarf pulsar found    AR Scorpii

Franzon, S. Schramm, MNRAS 467, 448  (2017)

magnetic field ➛  deformation 

➛ gravitational wave emission
slow rotation, but big radius! 

proposed GW detectors

B = 9・1011 G
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Neutronstars, Quarkstars, Black holes
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Nuclear Matter, Hypermatter, Quark Matter
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FAIR: Dense Matter, Strange Matter, Quark Matter, Quark Stars?
Relativistic collisions of NS-NS vs. Heavy Ions

47
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FAIR: Dense Matter, Strange Matter, Quark Matter, Quark Stars?
Relativistic collisions of NS-NS vs. Heavy Ions
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PHYSICS
Excluded-volume interactions and thermal fits

49

QvdW-Excluded-volume interactions have a surprisingly large effect on thermal fits

V. Vovchenko, H. Stoecker, J. Phys. G (2017) V. Vovchenko, H. Stoecker, Phys. Rev. C (2017)

P. Alba et al., 1606.06542V. Vovchenko, H. Stoecker, 1610.02346



PHYSICS
van der Waals interactions and lattice QCD

50

Quantum van der Waals terms for baryons: parameter-free LQCD data description

Unlike Lattice QCD, QvdW approach can explore high baryochemical potential  
and neutron star matter at high density, needs little computing power

V. Vovchenko, M.I. Gorenstein, H. Stoecker, Phys. Rev. Lett. (2017), 1609.03975



PHYSICS
van der Waals interactions and QCD phase diagram
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Unlike lattice QCD, QvdW approach is not restricted to zero net-baryon density

Nuclear matter shines brightly across whole phase diagram probed by HIC & NsNs 
V. Vovchenko, M.I. Gorenstein, H. Stoecker, Phys. Rev. Lett. (2017), 1609.03975

Neutron Star - 
Neutron Star 
Collisions



Neutron Star matter in CBM@FAiR/GSI Helmholtzcenter

CBM

NUSTAR
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FAIR - the death star machine!  
(The Times of India) 

FAIR is ideally equipped for precision studies,  
FAIR is ideal to compare relativistic collisions of  

neutron stars and heavy ions 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Understanding the high density QCD equation of state
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Neutronstar merger vs. heavy ion collisions 
Differences in chemical composition

Quark-Hadron Chiral Parity Doublet Model (QχP): 
Only model which is able to consistently describe a chiral crossover and a 
transition from hadrons to quarks and gluons

 Calculate: 

❑ The EOS for heavy ion collisions: with conserved strangeness and no beta-
equilibrium 

❑ The EOS for compact stars: in beta-equilibrium

A. Mukherjee, J. Steinheimer and S. Schramm, arXiv:1611.10144 [nucl-th]. 
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Neutronstar merger vs. heavy ion collisions 
Differences in dynamical description. 

❑ System Size: Kilometers vs. Femtometers 
❑ Evolution time: Milliseconds vs. fm/c  

❑ Equilibrium: Chemical + Phase-Equilibrium vs. Non-Equilibrium 

❑ Gravity is relevant - or not ? 

❑ Yet : hydrodynamics seems to work for both! 

➢ Importance of the equation of state as input for hydrodynamics 
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Neutronstar merger vs. heavy ion collisions: 
Which densities and Temperatures can we expect?

Estimate using the relativistic Rankine Hugoniot Taub Adiabate and the              EoS

Compare central heavy ion collisions  
with head-on neutron star collisions 

Rankine Hugoniot Taub Adiabate: 
conserved baryon number and energy 
momentum current densities across 
shock front yields 1-Dim, stationary 
hydrodynamical equation  
E^2 -E_0^2 =(p-p_0)(E/n - E_0/n_0) 
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Neutronstar merger vs. heavy ion collisions 
What densities can we expect?

Coarse grained UrQMD simulation input for hydrodynamical evolution; Jan Steinheimer et al

❑ Beam energy corresponds to 
GSI-SIS18. 

❑  3-5 times nuclear ground state 
density reached. 

❑ Large inhomogeneity. 
❑ Short lifetime ~ 20 fm/c 

❑ Small system size ~ 10 fm 
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Neutronstar merger vs. heavy ion collisions 
What temperatures can we expect?

Coarse grained UrQMD simulation input for hydrodynamical evolution

❑ Beam energy corresponds to 
GSI-SIS18. 

❑ Temperatures up to T=100 MeV 
reached. 

❑ Large inhomogeneity. 
❑ Short lifetime ~ 20 fm/c 

❑ Small system size ~ 10 fm 



Relativistic Collisions of Binary Neutron Stars
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The two-body problem in GR
•For BHs we know what to expect: 
  BH + BH             BH + GWs 

•For NSs the question is more subtle: the merger leads to an 
hyper-massive neutron star (HMNS), ie a metastable equilibrium: 

  NS + NS         HMNS + ... ?         BH + torus + ... ?         
BH

•ejected matter 
undergoes 
nucleosynthesis of 
heavy elements



Broadbrush picture

proto-magnetar? FRB?



Probe the EoS in collisions of binary neutron stars
• We know they exist - among the 
strongest sources of GWs
• We expect them related to 
SGRBs: 
•energies released are huge: 
1048-50 erg. 
•Equivalent to what is released by 
the whole Galaxy over ~ 1year ! 

• Despite decades of observations 
no self-consistent model has yet 
been produced to explain SGRBs.short GRB, 

artist impression 
(NASA) 62



“merger           HMNS           BH + torus”

- differences induced by MAGNETIC FIELDS:
the angular momentum redistribution via magnetic braking or 

MRI can increase/decrease time to collapse 
- differences induced by RADIATIVE PROCESSES:

radiative losses will alter the equilibrium of the HMNS 

Quantitative differences are produced by:
- differences induced by the gravitational MASS: 

a binary with smaller mass will produce  a HMNS further away 
from the stability threshold and will collapse at a later time  
- differences induced by the EOS (“cold” or “hot”):

a binary with an EOS with large thermal capacity (ie hotter after 
merger) will have more pressure support and collapse later
- differences induced by MASS ASYMMETRIES:

tidal disruption before merger; may lead to prompt BH

63



Gen. relativ. Hydro for Neutronstar-Neutronstar Collisions

 Credits: Cosima Breu, David Radice und Luciano Rezzolla

Density of Neutronstar Matter Temperature of Neutronstar Matter 
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How to constrain 
the EOS



binary black holes

Anatomy of the GW signal
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Inspiral: well approximated by PN/EOB; tidal effects important
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post-merger: quasi-periodic emission of bar-deformed HMNS
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The Gravitational Wave Spectrum for a HARD nuclear EoS
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Gravitational Wave Frequency Spectrum: soft nuclear matter EoS
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In frequency space

courtesy of Jocelyn Read
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Extracting information from the EOS



A new approach to constrain the EOS
Oechslin+2007, Baiotti+2008, Bauswein+ 2011, 2012, Stergioulas+ 2011, Hotokezaka+ 2013, Takami 
2014, 2015, Bernuzzi 2014, 2015, Bauswein+ 2015, LR+2016…

merger 
frequency



A new approach to constrain the EOS
Oechslin+2007, Baiotti+2008, Bauswein+ 2011, 2012, Stergioulas+ 2011, Hotokezaka+ 2013, Takami 
2014, 2015, Bernuzzi 2014, 2015, Bauswein+ 2015, LR+2016…



Hypermassive Neutronstar GR Hydro Simulation

Die Teilchendichte ρ(x,y)
in der äquatorialen Ebene in Einheiten der 

normalen nuklearen Dichte ρ0

Amplitude der emittierten Gravitationswelle
im Abstand von 50 Mpc

EoS Contains Neutrons, Protons, Electrons, Hyperons, Muons 
At high net baryon density (3ρ0) Quarkmatter !   Each NS:      M = 1.35 Solar Mass

M.Hanauske, L. Rezzolla, H.ST. et al. MAGIC Collaboration
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Neutron stars have large magnetic fields: 108-1012 G and it 
is the strong magnetic field that makes them observable as 
radio and pulsars. 
As mentioned above, magnetic fields can play an important 
role and to study this it is necessary to solve the equations 
or relativistic magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
We work within the ideal-MHD limit (i.e. infinite electrical 
conductivity) and this is an excellent approximation during 
the inspiral.
For simplicity, the magnetic fields are buried under the 
surface, to avoid magnetospheric problems

Extending the work to MHD
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Animations:, L. Rezzolla, Koppitz

Typical evolution for a magnetized binary 
(hot EOS)

A magnetic jet is produced as a result 
of MHD instabilities and ultra-strong 
magnetic fields 
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Life behind Schwarzschild‘s Event Horizon?

Wormhole: Black Hole plus White Hole & worm tunnel:
 2 x Schwarzschild
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It has happened over and over in the history of astronomy: as a new 
“window” has been opened, a “new”, universe has been revealed. 
GWs will reveal Einstein’s universe of black holes and neutron stars



FAIR: Dense Matter, Strange Matter, Quark Matter, Quark Stars?
Relativistic collisions of NS-NS vs. Heavy Ions
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Neutron Star - 
Neutron Star 
Collisions



PHYSICS
Programs for Young Researchers
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Special Programs for Junior Researchers at FAIR and FIAS :

Support of international Ph.D.- Students and Postdocs  
through GSI, Helmholtz, BMBF and HIC for FAIR @ FIAS 
  
Helmholtz Graduate School HIRe for FAIR@FIAS 
Large inter-university Graduate School with excellent connections to GSI 

Education and training of young researchers: one of key pillars at FIAS !! 

       • Large number of international doctoral students 

      • Numerous power weeks and workshop-type events - every year 

      • Handling of scholarships of various funding sources by FIAS 

Support international young investigators: key advantage for FAIR@ FIAS 
Large highly visible activities, including public outreach, every year at FIAS


